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Cell division, which is critical to plant development and morphology, requires the orchestration of hundreds of intracellular
processes. In the end, however, cells must make critical decisions, based on a discrete set of mechanical signals such as
stress, strain, and shear, to divide in such a way that they will survive the mechanical loads generated by turgor pressure
and cell enlargement within the growing tissues. Here we report on a method whereby tobacco protoplasts swirled into a
1.5% agarose entrapment medium will survive and divide. The application of a controlled mechanical load to agarose
blocks containing protoplasts orients the primary division plane of the embedded cells. Photoelastic analysis of the agarose
entrapment medium can identify the lines of principal stress within the agarose, con®rming the hypothesis that cells
divide either parallel or perpendicular to the principal stress tensors. The coincidence between the orientation of the new
division wall and the orientation of the principal stress tensors suggests that the perception of mechanical stress is a
characteristic of individual plant cells. The ability of a cell to determine a shear-free orientation for a new partition wall
may be related to the applied load through the deformation of the matrix material. In an isotropic matrix a uniaxial load
will produce a rotationally symmetric strain ®eld, which will de®ne a shear-free plane. Where high stress intensities
combine with the loading geometry to produce multiaxial loads there will be no axis of rotational symmetry and hence
no shear free plane. This suggests that two mechanisms may be orienting the division plane, one a mechanism that works
in rotationally symmetrical ®elds, yielding divisions perpendicular to the compressive tensor, parallel to the long axis of
the cell, and one in asymmetric ®elds, yielding divisions parallel to the short axis of the cell and the compressive tensor.
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INTRODUCTION a permanent record of the division history of the tissue, and
which therefore re¯ect whatever correspondence there may
What is the role of the cell in plant development? To be between cell division, tissue patterning, and organogenic
what extent does development re¯ect the behavior of indi- form.
vidual cells and to what extent does organismal develop- For these reasons it is of interest to separate the role of
ment, in particular cell patterning, proceed independently the individual cell in tissue patterning from that of the
of individual cellular decisions? Recently Kaplan (1992) and whole plant or organ. Can individual cells from multicellu-
Hagemann (1992) have resurrected the idea ®rst put forward lar plants, free from the mechanical constraints and apoplas-
by De Bary that ``It is the plant that forms cells, and not tic continuity provided by the intact tissue, respond to di-
the cell that forms the plant'' (see Sitte, 1992). rectional signals controlling division orientation?
Implicit in this idea is the concept that the individual In this article we attempt to answer three questions: First,
cellular decisions play no role in plant morphogenesis, and if a cell from a multicellular plant tissue is isolated from
that somatic cell division in plants serves only a space- its neighbors, to what extent does it retain the ability to
®lling function within an overall form which is somehow respond to directional mechanical cues by erecting division
determined at the organismal level. walls in planes consistent with an externally applied load?
The question of the autonomy of the individual cell is Second, how do those planes relate to the directionality of
also relevant to our understanding of the characteristic cel- the stresses acting on the cell, and, third, how do they re¯ect
lular patterning found in all plant tissues. Unlike animal the possible existence of a ``shear-free plane'' for cell plate
tissue, where cells may be free to move after the completion formation?
of cell division, plant cells cannot move, and therefore plant The work of Brown and Sax (1962) showed that cambial
activity (in vivo) in plant tissues responds to mechanicaltissues consistently form visible patterns which constitute
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load and that normal stem histology and patterning can be tories (principal stresses) which locate the axes of maxi-
mum force transmission. The principal stresses, whichmodi®ed by manipulating the external pressure on the
stem. Other work has con®rmed that the orientation of form a three-dimensional network of mutually perpen-
dicular tensors, can be reconstructed from the strain thatnew division walls in dividing tissue is sensitive to the
mechanical stress acting on the tissue (Lintilhac, 1974a,b). they produce. In an isotropic medium, such as the agarose
we have used here, the principal stress tensors coincideThe mechanism by which plant cells transduce mechani-
cal signals is unclear; however, we can identify four interde- with the principal strains, so that the mechanical envi-
ronment which our embedded cells ``see'' can be com-pendent mechanical variables which could qualify as pri-
mary cues for the orientation of the cell plate in embedded pletely described. Plant cell protoplasts, absent of cell
walls at the onset of experimentation and embedded incells:
this matrix, will be subject to predictable three-dimen-
1. The stress ®eld, composed of three sets of mutually
sional loads, and if their modulus approximates that of
perpendicular principal stress trajectories which represent
the agarose matrix, they will be subject to predictable
the directions of maximum force transmission across a ®ne
deformations. The directions of the principal stresses can
area of the medium.
be mapped by photoelastic analysis (Lintilhac, 1974a) re-2. The strain ®eld, composed of three sets of principal
vealing the compressive and tensile tensors traversingstrain axes, which in an isotropic medium would coincide
the medium. According to previous hypothesis (Lintil-with the principal stress axes.
hac, 1974b) protoplasts living in a stress/strain ®eld3. Shear stresses, acting at 457 to the principal stresses
would be expected to erect a partition wall in a shear-and strains in the medium.
free plane if such a plane exists.4. The orientation of the principal deformation axes of
the embedded cells, which would in turn re¯ect the strains
in the embedding medium.
The Shear-Free PlaneOf the four candidate variables, stress, strain, shear, and
cell deformation, we can eliminate the ®rst, since all known
Under conditions where dividing cells are subject tostress transducers actually measure strain. For the re-
signi®cant mechanical loads of any origin, many poten-maining three variables we note that it is highly unlikely
tial division orientations may be structurally unstable,that any one variable will be acting in isolation as a cellular
resulting in destructive shearing or buckling forces beingsensor since localized regions of strain and shear will be
transmitted through the new partition walls. Under suchproduced in the cell wall, cell membrane, and cytoskeleton
conditions we can conceive of a system where a new cellas a result of overall cell deformation. It is clear, however,
partition would search for a shear-free orientation whichthat deformation of the individual cell would appear to be
protects the cell from damaging stress/strain conditions.a necessary ®rst step in the transduction process.
We can illustrate the concept of the shear-free plane byRecent work on the dynamics of stretch-activated chan-
considering the behavior of an isotropic material, loadednels (Falke et al., 1987; Guharay and Sachs, 1984) and on
uniaxialy. Under these conditions the local strain ®eldintegrin-mediated cellular response to mechanical deforma-
will be axially (rotationally) symmetrical. A shear-freetion (Wang et al., 1993) is beginning to de®ne the cellular
plane is established in the plane perpendicular to the axisresponse chain communicating between the cell mem-
of rotational symmetry of the strain ®eld (Figs. 1B andbrane, the genome, and cytoskeleton. However, in order to
1C). Thus, a shear-free plane can exist only when a stress/build a truly useful model of cellular response to mechani-
strain ®eld has an axis of rotational symmetry. Conse-cal stimuli, we must place the molecular mechanisms
quently, the simplest way to produce a shear-free planewithin the more general context of a cell located in a stress/
in an isotropic material is with a uniaxial load, eitherstrain ®eld. Does the plane of cell division bear any relation-
compressive or tensile. The shear-free plane will thenship to the geometry of the stress/strain ®eld in which cells
be perpendicular to the loading axis. Multiaxial loadingare embedded, and if so, what are the rules governing this
con®gurations do not necessarily produce strain ®eldsrelationship?
with an axis of rotational symmetry and hence do notIn looking for a simple system which allows us to ob-
necessarily de®ne any shear free plane. A single, spheri-serve the behavior of living plant cells in a de®ned stress/
cal cell, embedded in an isotropic matrix, becomes ellip-strain ®eld, we have developed an arti®cial cellular envi-
soidal in shape when subjected to a uniaxial load. In theronment whose mechanical characteristics can be de-
case of tensile loads the cell will become an prolate ellip-scribed. This allows us to generalize from environmental
soid, and in the case of a compressive load the cell willconditions to cellular response with some degree of con-
become an oblate ellipsoid. In either case the axis of rota-®dence.
tional symmetry of the cell follows the axis of rotationalThe application of an axial mechanical load to an iso-
symmetry of the strain ®eld of the matrix in which it istropic material containing living protoplasts results in
embedded. The perpendicular to this axis is the onlymechanical force being transmitted through the medium
radiating away from the point of application along trajec- plane in which a shear-free partition wall can be erected.
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appear to correspond to the principal stress directions in
the matrix material, but only in the latter do they conform
to a shear-free plane.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Suspensions
Tobacco root cells (NT1) in callus were suspended in modi®ed
Murashige and Skoog media (MS) as follows: MS salts (Sigma), 10
ml B-1/inositol stock (10 g inositol, 0.1 g thiamin to 1 liter), 3 ml
Millers 1 (60 g KH2PO4 to 1 liter), 30 g sucrose, 1 ml BA (1 mg/
ml), 2 ml 2,4-D stock (0.1 mg/ml), pH 5.5, using KOH. Suspension
cultures were subcultured every 7 days. Four-day-old cultures were
used for protoplast isolation.
Protoplast Isolation
FIG. 1. Establishing a shear-free plane. During experimentation
Enzyme solution consisted of 6.0 g mannitol, 0.46 g MES, pHprotoplasts are spherical (A) and become deformed when strained.
5.5, 1.0 g cellulase ``Onozuka'' RS, 0.1 g Pectolyase Y23, in 100 mlSphere A has an unlimited number of rotationally symmetrical
RO H2O. The mixture was stirred for 1 hr, maintaining pH 5.5,axesÐfor illustrative purposes only one is shown here along axis
and sterilized by ®ltration using a 0.20-mm ®lter. During isolationsY. When compressed, sphere A becomes oblate elipsoid B, which
one-half fresh enzyme was used with one-half previously used en-has only one axis of rotational symmetry along axis Y perpendicular
zyme to prevent over digestion. Liquid suspension cells were pel-to a shear free plane at the light/dark interface. Under tension,
leted at 6±700g and washed once with 0.4 M mannitol and weresphere A becomes prolate ellipsoid C, which again has only one
then added to the enzyme solution. Cell walls were digested ataxis of rotational symmetry along axis Y and a perpendicular shear
287C, while shaking at 125 rpm for 30±60 min. Isolations takingfree plane.
longer than 50 min usually yielded protoplasts of poor quality as
did use of cell suspension material greater than 4 days old. Once
protoplasted, cells were washed three times in 0.4 M mannitol.
Protoplasts (spherical) were then placed in modi®ed MS media with
Cell Division the addition of 2.5% mannitol to maintain osmotic balance.
Historically the orientation of the cell plate has been
thought to have been governed by a number of simple rules Embedding and Experimentation
(Sinnott, 1960) including:
Freshly protoplasted cells (spherical) were embedded by gently
1. Hofmeister's rule (1863)ÐCell plate formation normal swirling them into 1±1.5% agarose (50% low gel FMC 307C, 50%
FMC Seakem 377C, in MS media containing 2.5% mannitol toto the growth axis.
maintain osmotic balance). This mixture begins to gel at approxi-2. Sachs' rule (1878)ÐCell plate formation at right angles
mately 347C, minimizing heat shock to the protoplasts. When gel-to existing walls.
ling was completed, blocks of agarose were cut (using sterile tech-3. Errera's rule (1888)ÐCell plate of minimal area for
nique) to a size of approximately 1 1 2.5 1 0.5±0.8 cm and werecutting the volume of the cell in half.
placed in the sterile mechanical loading chamber of the Vitrodyne
V-200 (Fig. 2). The blocks, bathed in MS media, were placed underSuch rules may offer a legitimate description of cell plate
continuous mechanical load (50±150 mN), until protoplasts justorientation under various in vivo conditions. However, the
began to divide (between 2 and 5 days). The blocks were removedquestion arises as to whether different orientation behaviors
from the Vitrodyne and hand sectioned into slices 0.2±1 mm thick.
may actually represent different manifestations of a com- Sections were mounted in glycerol buffered with Tris (pH 9) and
mon underlying mechanotransduction mechanism. To an- observed with Nomarski DIC and polarized light microscopy to
swer this question we ®rst need to determine whether cells obtain a photoelastic record of the agarose birefringence retained
which are otherwise unconstrained divide in orientations from the mechanical loading.
which have a consistent and predictable relationship to the
stress and strain acting through tissue?
Photoelastic AnalysisIn the work reported here we ®nd that there are two dis-
tinct orientations which are produced by our loading con- The photoelastic analysis was performed by rotating the speci-
®guration, one which is evident in the bulk of the dividing men on the stage of a polarized light microscope, taking sequential
cells in the immediate neighborhood of the interface hard- photographic images at 12 different stage azimuths (0±907 in 7.57
ware and the other which is only evident at some distance intervals). The 12 polarized light images, termed isoclinics in pho-
toelastic terminology, were then photographically recombined ac-from the loading interface. In both cases the division planes
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Data Collection and Analysis
All living cells in a given microscope ®eld were scored by com-
paring the orientation of the new cell partition to the compressive
tensor created by the applied mechanical load (Fig. 3) or in the case
of undivided cells by comparing the orientation of the minor axis
of strain-induced elipiticity. This information is presented on histo-
grams which record the number of cells accumulated in each cate-
gory of deviation/degrees off parallel to the compressive stress ten-
sor. For unstressed experiments, division orientations were scored
with respect to an arbitrarily chosen azimuth.
RESULTS
Results are compared across four experimental groups of
living cells:
1. Loaded, protoplasted experiments (initially wall-less
cells).
2. Unloaded, protoplasted (initially wall-less cells).
3. Loaded, unprotoplasted experiments (whole suspen-
sion cells).
FIG. 2. Vitrodyne experimental loading chamber. Vitrodyne forc- 4. Unloaded, unprotoplasted experiments (whole suspen-
ing frame with agarose block (A) resting in a interface designed to sion cells).
transmit mechanical stress via wire loops projecting from left side For analysis each of the four groups was further subdivided
of interface to living protoplasts in the agarose matrix. Block A is into two classes,
in contact with sterile MS medium at all times. Pneumatic controls
precisely adjust the amount of force applied via a strain gauge feed- A. Living cells which divided during the experimental
back system. period.
B. Living cells which did not divide during the experi-
mental period.
For the determination of viability, dead cells were alsocording to a previously described method (Lintilhac, 1974a) to con-
struct a two-dimensional image of the principal stress tensors in counted for each of the four primary experimental groups.
the section. Mechanically loaded, regenerating protoplasts divide
Brie¯y, in any anisotropically stressed experimental region, the with the new partition walls preferentially parallel or per-
stress at any point can be resolved into directional components pendicular to the compressive stress tensor acting on the
synonymously called principal stresses, principal stress trajector- cell (Fig. 4). In contrast, regenerating protoplasts in un-
ies, lines of principal stress, or isostatics, which intersect at 907.
stressed/unstrained agarose blocks do not exhibit any pref-In each isoclinic pattern the dark sweeping bands map all locations
erential division orientation (Fig. 5). In loaded cells whichwhere the direction of one of the two principal stresses coincides
did not divide, the long axis of the deformed cells was al-with the orientation of the polarizer, resulting in extinction a the
ways perpendicular to the loading axis (Fig. 4).analyzer and a dark zone. So, by using a series of isoclinic pictures
representing different orientations of the polariscope, the principal To assess the potential role of the cell wall in transducing
stresses can be followed all around the experimental region, giving mechanical stress, undigested suspension cells (with cell
two families of lines everywhere normal to each other. walls) were embedded in agarose blocks, and were subjected
Reconstruction of the principal stress trajectories was achieved to mechanical loads. These whole cells exhibited the same
by simple photographic superimposition of the rastered image of preferential division orientations as did protoplasted cells
each of the 12 isoclinic negatives to give a composite image. The (Fig. 6).
raster is placed on rotating bezel to mask the sequential negatives
Our experiments also show that compressive loading de-into lines corresponding to the orientation of the polarizer in each
creased the survival of protoplasted cells. Experimental cellnegative.
survival data are as follows: Loaded protoplast experiments,
46% survival; unloaded protoplast experiments, 71% sur-
Vitrodyne Interface Construction vival; loaded whole suspension cell experiments, 65% sur-
vival; unloaded suspension cell experiments 65% survival;The agarose blocks rested within an interface (Fig. 2) designed
12-hr loaded protoplast experiments, 47% survival.to provide a localized mechanical load to certain regions of the
Statistical analyses were performed to determine if theagarose block. The interfaces were also designed to allow maximum
division wall orientations of mechanically stressed proto-block surface exposure for gas exchange while maintaining contact
with the culture medium. plasts were a random or nonrandom response to the applied
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FIG. 3. Establishing the orientation of cell division. This diagram depicts a cross section of an agarose block containing protoplasts and
the method used to gauge the plane of cell division. Protoplasts will divide within the mechanically loaded agarose and the angle of the
new cell plate is compared to the orientation of the principal compressive stress tensors and recorded ({27).
FIG. 4. Mechanically stressed protoplast experiments. Histogram analysis of division orientation data from stressed experimental regions,
illustrating protoplast/cell division behavior favoring division parallel (0±57) or perpendicular (907) to the applied compressive tensor. The
number of deformed cells is also illustrated. Deformation data were derived by measuring the angle between the short axis of deformation
and the compressive tensors.
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FIG. 5. Unstressed protoplast experiments. Histogram analysis of division orientation data from unstressed nonloaded agarose blocks
cut from the same parent agarose blocks containing protoplasts as stressed experiments, illustrating an even distribution of protoplast
division orientations. No preferred orientation is evident in unstressed experiments. The number of deformed cells is also illustrated.
Deformation data were derived by measuring the angle between the short axis of deformation and the compressive tensors.
mechanical load. Unstressed/unstrained experiments ex- ports the hypothesis that cell death is nonselective with
respect to partition wall orientation, and that cells in thehibited an even distribution of cell division wall orienta-
tions (Fig. 5). Kolmogorov±Smirnov analysis con®rmed that primary experimental group, stressed for more than 2 days,
are actively orienting in response to the applied mechanicalmechanically loaded protoplasts or suspension cells do not
follow an even distribution of plate orientations (P  0.01). load. Thus, it appears that cell death in loaded experiments
is directly dependent on load intensity and independent ofThis suggests that mechanical loading is actively orienting
cell divisions at the single cell level. a possible preprogrammed division plane.
Photoelastic analysis was performed on experimental ma-Furthermore, the coincidence between partition orienta-
tion and the orientation of the short axis of the cell suggests terial to determine the paths of principal stress, de®ning
the compressive tensor in the vicinity of dividing cells. Fig-that there is a link between the two. Cell deformation may
be providing the mechanical signal necessary to direct or ures 8±10 show an example of a photoelastic analysis per-
formed on a living tobacco NT1 protoplast embedded inredirect the orientation of the division plane. Figure 4 illus-
trates the correlation (r  0.86 r2  0.74) between the small agarose. Figure 8 is a Nomarski DIC photomicrograph of a
protoplast with a newly formed division wall. Figure 9 isaxis of deformation and the compressive stress tensor. This
provides evidence that aspect ratio is playing a role in parti- the principal stress reconstruction derived from sequential
polarized light micrographs of the experimental regiontion wall orientation.
To test the alternative hypothesis that the application shown in Fig. 8. Figures 8±9 are combined in Fig. 10, a
diagram, to illustrate the principal stresses in the immedi-of a mechanical load may selectively kill cells having a
predetermined but misaligned division plane (with respect ate vicinity of the living cell. The cell in Fig. 8 has divided
parallel to the compressive principal stress.to the compressive tensors), protoplasted cells were loaded
for 12 hr and then released from loading and allowed to
continue on through the ®rst division cycle. These cells DISCUSSION
showed the same signi®cant increase in cell death over
loaded experiments; however, they exhibited a random/ It has been recognized for many years that the highly
ordered appearance of many plant tissues seen in sectioneven distribution of cell plate orientations (Fig. 7). This sup-
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FIG. 6. Mechanically stressed suspension culture experiments. Histogram analysis of suspension culture cells (nonprotoplasted), illustrat-
ing the same preferential division orientations as stressed protoplasted experiments. Data in unstressed experiments, not shown, reveal
the same random distribution of division orientations as stressed protoplast experiments. The number of deformed cells is also illustrated.
Deformation data were derived by measuring the angle between the short axis of deformation and the compressive tensors.
implies that some sort of simple rules can be applied to the develop a method which allowed us to directly image the
principal stresses in the immediate vicinity of living plantdivision process which would provide some insight into the
biomechanical mechanisms at work. More recently we have cells, and to determine unequivocally whether single cells
would orient new partition walls along the principal stressproposed that the structural characteristics of plant growth
and cell division would be well served if the new cell plate tensors.
Our experiments on protoplasted tobacco cells reveal thatwere to search for a ®nal orientation that was free of shear
forces (Lintilhac, 1974a,b). Although many developmental single cells do orient their cell plates along the paths of the
principal stresses. An important aspect of these experi-rules (Hofmeister's, Sachs', and Errera's rules) may ®nd ap-
plication under limited circumstances, the shear-free hy- ments was the use of the agarose matrix which allowed us
to apply stress directly to single cells, while also permittingpothesis has received experimental support from the appli-
cation of controlled loads to intact plants and multicellular visualization of the paths of principal stress due to its ability
to exhibit strain-induced birefringence (photoelasticity).tissues in culture (Lintilhac and Vesecky, 1984).
Whole plant tissues (Lintilhac and Vesecky, 1981) and In Fig. 4 an accumulation of division wall orientations at
0 and 907 to the compressive stress tensor in agarose blocksrapidly dividing callus in sterile culture (Lintilhac and Ves-
ecky, 1984) respond to applied mechanical stress by con- under mechanical stress/strain illustrates divisions oc-
curring predominantly parallel to the compressive tensorstructing division walls in presumed shear-free planes. This
alignment of division orientations may be an important and less frequently perpendicular. In unstressed/unstrained
experiments no preferential division orientation was found,structural principle for all multicellular plants, without
which shear stresses accumulating at the tissue level could indicating that there was no preferred division orientation
in an unstressed environment (Fig. 5).tear cells apart. A de®nitive demonstration of this relation-
ship has been lacking because the determination of the The purpose of enzymatic cell wall removal through
protoplasting was ®rst to ensure that all cells were ini-paths of principal stresses by photoelastic analysis relies on
strain-induced birefringence. Whole plant tissues exhibit tially spherical, returning them to an aspect ration of 1.0,
and second to remove any effects of an oriented cell wall instrong intrinsic birefringence, however, making analysis of
the stress environment around individual living cells dif®- cell deformation since cells with helically or transversely
wound cell walls may deform unpredictably in a stresscult in whole tissues. One objective of this study was to
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FIG. 7. Protoplast experiments mechanically stressed for 12 hr and released. Histogram analysis of protoplast experiments, stressed for
12 hr, and then released and allowed to continue growing for 5 days. This analysis shows that 12 hr is not enough time to ®x the division
orientation as a random distribution of division orientations persists. It also shows that high cell death rates in stressed experiments are
due to mechanical injury and not the result of cells dividing in a preprogrammed division plane and being crushed due to shearing forces.
®eld depending on how that stress ®eld is oriented with that cells need an extracellular matrix in order to divide but
that they do not necessarily need a fully formed rigid wall.respect to the orientation of cellulose micro®brils in their
walls. Spherical protoplasts, on the other hand, should The fact that cells in the immediate vicinity of the me-
behave as isotropic units which deform predictably regard- chanical loading point divide predominantly in the plane
less of their orientation in the stress ®eld as long as they which parallels the axis of the applied load, while those at
are wall less at the start of experimentationÐthe cell wall some distance divide perpendicular to the axis of the applied
will regenerate to some extent during the experimental load indicates that two different cellular responses may be
period. To check this possibility we embedded undigested, involved in orienting the cell plate under these experimen-
whole, suspension cells and subjected them to the identi- tal conditions.
cal stress/strain conditions as the protoplasted cells. We Cells near the loading point are not only subject to high
found that in terms of new partition wall orientation they stress and extreme deformations, but may additionally be
responded identically to spherical protoplasted cells, with subject to a multiaxial stress/strain environment which
division planes lying parallel and perpendicular to the ap- lacks a clear axis of rotational symmetry. The multiaxial
plied compressive stress and the axis of rotational symme- character of the strain ®eld in the vicinity of the loading
try of the embedding matrix. points results from deformation of the agarose around the
The fact that whole, unprotoplasted cells also aligned arc of the interface wire. Under these conditions the cell
their new cell plates parallel or perpendicular to the com- may be unable to de®ne a shear-free orientation for the
new cell plate, resulting in orientation parallel to the load-pressive tensor when placed under mechanical load (Fig. 6)
ing axis, according to principles which we do not under-implies that the presence or absence of a fully formed cell
stand yet.wall may not be critical to the ability of a cell to detect the
principal stress tensors and strains acting on it, or its ability Cells at a distance from the loading point, in addition to
being subject to signi®cantly lower stress intensities andto construct and orient a new partition wall. This ®nding
is in agreement with Meyer and Abel (1975) who concluded minimal deformation, may experience essentially axisym-
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metric loads due to distance-related attenuation of shear
stresses in the matrix. Under these conditions they may be
able to distinguish a clearly shear-free orientation for a new
partition wall, enabling them to locate the cell plate perpen-
dicular to the loading axis.
We believe these results clearly indicate that two distinct
orientation mechanisms are at work under the loading con-
ditions provided by these experiments.
It is also clear, however, that the cells are responding to
directional signals with consistent cell plate orientations,
and that regardless of their location in the matrix, individ-
ual cells are clearly capable of interpreting and responding
to mechanical signals.
There is a plausible alternative hypothesis, however,
which is that at the initiation of the mechanical load, proto-
plasts are already predisposed to division in random non-
adaptive orientations which cannot be changed. Cells not in
alignment with the principal stresses would be selectively
killed under load, leaving only those cells which were by
chance correctly oriented. In order to test this hypothesis,
we performed an experiment where embedded cells were
loaded for 12 hr only, and then allowed to continue dividing
(Fig. 7). In these experiments, the survival rate was 47%,
the same as the continuously loaded protoplast experi-
ments. The resulting orientations of cell divisions in the
remaining living cells were evenly distributed, indicating
that the survivors showed no tendency to favor a particular
orientation. This suggests that for these experiments cell
death was due to nonselective physical injury and was not
orientation selective. This experiment also shows that 12
hr was not enough time to ®x the orientation azimuth of
the new cell plate.
The coincidence between cell plate orientation and the
short axis of the cell suggests that there is a link between
the two. Cell deformation may be providing the mechanical
signal necessary to direct or redirect the orientation of the
division plane. Figure 4 clearly illustrates a correlation (r 
0.86 r2  0.75) between the short axis of the cell and the
compressive stress tensor. However, the question of how
the signal is received and translated into ordered cell divi-
compressive stress in the agarose matrix originating from loading
point. Central rosette is a reconstruction artifact.
FIG. 10. A diagrammatic representation of the cell in Fig. 8 com-
bined with a tracing of the principal stress reconstruction in Fig.
9. The dividing cell, located in the center of the diagram with its
new division plane (dashed line) and split nucleus, lies within the
applied stress ®eld. Axis C locates the direction of the compressive
tensors in the specimen; axis T locates the tensile tensors. Com-
pressive stress is being injected into the specimen at loading pointFIGS. 8±10. Photoelastic analysisÐMapping the principal
L. De¯ection of stresses in the shadow of out of focus cells isstresses. Agarose-embedded living protoplasts subjected to me-
evident at D1 and to a lesser extent at D2. Lines representing thechanical load and hand sectioned into 0.5-mm slabs with black
principal stresses of the strain ®eld con®rm the new cell divisionarrow indicating loading point (Scale bar, 10 mm).
plane lies parallel to the compressive tensors. The experimentalFIG. 8. Nomarski DIC photomicrograph of a recently divided to-
loading point (arrow L) illustrates the curvature of the interfacebacco root protoplast (small arrows indicate division plane).
contact point, re¯ecting the curvature of the wire interface.FIG. 9. Photoelastic analysis of specimen in Fig. 8 illustrating
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sion remains unanswered due to the fact that two distinct cells, even though they are originally tissue-derived, are
using the same signal cascade to orient new division wallsmechanisms may guide division orientation.
It has been shown (Traas et al., 1995) that in plants whose as they would in vivo, especially since the suspension-cul-
tured cells which serve as the parent stock may be some-cells lack the ability to orient new divisions by virtue of an
inability to organize a normal ``preprophase band,'' tissue what degenerate, having been propagated in culture for
many years. However, the fact that the orientation eventspatterning is disrupted while organogenesis is maintained
(organs maintain their relative positions). However, which we see do appear to follow the same general paradigm
which characterizes in vivo division suggests that the samewhether such mutant cells in fact lack all ability to orient
division walls is questionable. As we have shown here sus- basic mechanisms are at work in the case of suspension-
derived protoplasts. We can conclude that the altered pro-pension-cultured cells still retain the ability to orient divi-
sions in a stress ®eld, despite the fact that they typically portion of cells dividing perpendicular or parallel to the
applied compressive load, with a preponderance of cells di-exhibit a profoundly low frequency of pre-prophase bands,
approximately 33% of dividing tobacco cells in suspension viding in a non-shear-free plane, re¯ects the abnormal load-
ing con®guration which we have provided in vitro, whereculture (Gorst et al., 1986; Mizutani et al., 1993). Also, as
we have been able to demonstrate, there may be more than the load originates as a high intensity point load, rather
than as a distributed load arising from cell growth and en-one orientation mechanism available to dividing plant cells.
It may be that the lack of preprophase bands affects the largement as would occur in vivo.
In the second case, it is clear that the embedding medium,timing of cytokinesis and cell plate formation more than it
affects the orientation of division. In Traas' material indi- being a continuous matrix, provides only a tenuous analogy
with living plant tissue, which is intrinsically discontinu-vidual cells are considerably larger than wild-type cells, in-
dicating an overall delay in the cell division rate. Given the ous by nature; although it can be argued that the bulk of
properties of a meristematic tissue, where the cell size iscrude, yet successful, maintenance of organogenesis in the
absence of a preprophase band, one can only conclude that relatively small, approach those of a homogeneous and iso-
tropic medium. In this regard the use of a continuous em-other, yet to be described, factors coprescribe normal organ
formation and are necessary to maintain proper patterning. bedding matrix should be considered to be nothing more
than a convenient way of applying controlled mechanicalStress mechanical stimuli remain an excellent candidate for
such a cofactor and under some circumstances may provide loads to individual cells, and not as a valid model of any in
vivo tissue.the dominant guidance necessary for normal cell patterning
and morphogenesis. We hypothesize that in the immediate vicinity of the
interface contact zone, local matrix deformations produceA hypothesis for the transduction of mechanical stress in
animal systems has been developed by Wang et al. (1993). strain ®elds which are not axisymmetric, eliminating the
possibility of a true shear-free plane and giving rise to divi-They have de®ned a model explaining how extracellular
mechanical signals can be transmitted directly to the nu- sion wall orientations which are not perpendicular to the
applied compressive load but which instead divide the cellcleus via conformational changes in the cytoskeleton. The
physical link between the outside and inside of the cell parallel to its short axis. At greater distances, where the
complex strains in the matrix have relaxed into a moreseems to involve integrins, specialized transmembrane pro-
teins with cytoskeletal associations. Their model suggests nearly axisymmetric strain ®eld, shear-free orientations be-
come possible, resulting in the orientation of new partitionthat cytoskeletal associations with the nucleus may be ca-
pable of instantly signaling gene expression via a purely walls perpendicular to the applied compressive loads and
parallel to the long axis of the cell (Fig. 3).mechanical signal. Integrin-like proteins similar to those
found in animals have been identi®ed in plants (Schindler Although the cellular mechanisms underlying these two
orientation possibilities are unknown, this work implieset al., 1989; Gens et al., in press) including our tobacco NT-
1 material (Lynch, Pickard, Reuzeau, Lintilhac, unpublished that they can distinguish between axisymmetric and nonax-
isymetric loads, and further suggests that two distinct orien-data). However, whether plants and animals share the same
cytoskeletal associations has yet to be determined. Should tation mechanisms may be available to the cell with one
overriding the other under conditions of extreme multiaxialthey exist, an investigation similar to that of Wang et al.
needs to be performed on plant material to determine if strain.
Our work clearly shows that the ability to discriminatedirect mechanical manipulation of the cytoskeleton, via in-
tegrin linkages, is responsible for aligning the plane of divi- and respond to directional mechanical signals is inherent
in the individual cell, and implies that cell patterning,sion in mechanically stressed cells.
The degree to which our conclusions can be generalized which is characteristic of mechanical tissues in plants, is
the cumulative manifestation of individual cellular deci-to whole plant tissues depends on two things. The ®rst is
the extent to which the behavior of isolated single cells is sions. The question remains, however, as to how the indi-
vidual cell translates mechanical signals into an orienteda valid model of the behavior of tissue cells in vivo. The
second is the degree to which the isotropic embedding me- division.
In conclusion, because of the delicate nature of plant cellsdium can serve as a model of whole cellular tissue.
In the ®rst case we note that we cannot be sure that single and tissues, pressurized by hydrostatic forces from within
Copyright q 1997 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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Hofmeister, W. (1863). ZusuÈ tze und Berichtigungen zu den 1851and constrained by a semirigid composite wall system from
veruÈ ffentlichen Untersuchungen der Entwicklung huÈ herer Kryp-without, traditional engineering methods may not be able
togamen. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 3, 259±293.to reveal the underlying principles which govern plant cell
Kaplan, D. R. (1992). The relationship of cells to organisms inbehavior in a stress/strain ®eld. However, combinations of
plants: Problem and implications of an organismal perspective.
methods which incorporate cell culture, specialized me- Int. J. Plant Sci. 153(3), S28±S37.
chanical loading techniques adapted for use in sterile cul- Lintilhac, P. M. (1974a). Differentiation, organogenesis, and the tec-
ture, and novel optical analyses reveal consistent behaviors tonics of cell wall orientation. II. Separation of stresses in a two
which may be used to build a truly predictive description dimensional model. Am. J. Bot. 61(2), 135±140.
of plant cell division and tissue patterning under mechani- Lintilhac, P. M. (1974b). Differentiation, organogenesis, and the
tectonics of cell wall orientation. III. Theoretical considerationscal load.
of cell wall mechanics. Am. J. Bot. 61, 230±237.
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